
Gaming set 2in1 Havit KB393L Keyboard + mouse (black) Ref: 6939119014674
Gaming set 2in1 Havit KB393L Keyboard + mouse (black)

Havit KB393L 2-in-1 Gaming Kit Keyboard + Mouse
Win more battles  with the KB393L from Havit.  The set  includes a keyboard and mouse that  provide unparalleled comfort.  In  addition,
thanks to the blue switches, the keyboard will perform well not only during gameplay, but also during typing. Both the mouse and the
keyboard have colorful backlighting, allowing you to immerse yourself even more in the world of gameplay.
 
Thoughtful design
The Havit keyboard is equipped with blue switches, so the keys stand out with a slightly louder action and take a little longer to return to
their  initial  position.  Thus,  they will  work well  not only during gameplay,  but also during typing.  What's  more,  the metal  workmanship
contributes to the longevity of the device.
 
User-friendly
Another advantage of the keyboard is its colorful backlighting. You can choose from 21 lighting effects, customizing its appearance to
your  liking.  In  addition,  the  function  keys  will  allow  you  to  quickly  turn  down  the  volume,  enable  mute,  adjust  the  brightness  of  the
computer screen, etc. And with the key rollover function, you are assured that every keystroke will be recorded. You can also lock the
Windows key - nothing will interfere with your gameplay anymore.
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Mouse with RGB backlighting
You'll also find an ergonomic mouse that allows you to use it for long periods of time without feeling uncomfortable. It offers adjustable
resolution  in  the  range:  800-1600-2400-3200-4000-4800  DPI,  so  it  will  work  well  in  various  situations.  What's  more,  the  color  of  the
mouse's  backlight  will  inform  you  about  the  selected  DPI  level.  You  can  also  choose  between  7  backlight  modes,  or  turn  them  off
completely.
 
 
Included
mouse
keyboard
Specification (keyboard)
Manufacturer
Havit
Model
KB393L
Interface
USB
Dimensions
433 x 124.5 x 35 mm
Operating voltage
5V
Operating current
400 mA
Key life
50 million clicks
Cable length
150 cm
Compatibility
Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7/8/10
Specification (mouse)
Manufacturer
Havit
Model
KB393L
Dimensions
132 x 68 x 42.5 mm
Interface
USB
Number of buttons
7
Resolution
800-1600-2400-3200-4000-4800 DPI
Key life
3 million clicks
Cable length
1.8 m
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Preço:

€ 37.99

Jogos, Combos
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